MONITOR HOOD
This computer monitor hood can be used on either CRT or LCD monitors. The visorlike hood will fit monitors ranging in size from 14" to 21". The three sides provide shade from
top and side sunlight or overhead office lighting that can create uncomfortable screen glare. In
addition to providing relief to your tired eyes and helping to prevent glare-related headaches, it
helps protect your screen data from prying eyes.
Computer monitor hoods are economical alternative to anti-reflective coated glare
filters. Made of adjustable, high impact polystyrene, these hoods create a shaded and private
environment without the necessity of specially designed and coated glass or acrylic. In addition
to acting like glare filters, this lower cost solution also helps many businesses comply with
HIPAA privacy mandates concerning the need to restrict access and maintain privacy of patient
medical information.
Features:
Three sided visor blocks light from creating glare and also limits screen viewing from sides.
For use on both CRT and LCD monitors and can fit 14" to 21" monitors.
Available in black.
Blocks glare from overhead lighting.
Quick and easy install without tool, using Velcro strips.
Meant for permanent mounting; not meant to be removed and reinstalled.
Installs without tools.
Visors normally ship within two to three days of order receipt.
You will experience a dramatic increase in contrast and
brightness when you use these hoods for their glare
filter property. Web designers, writers, and office
administration personnel working in areas with large windows
or banks of overhead lighting, will all notice a major decrease
in glare and improvement in contrast, screen colour and
consistency.
Tthese computer filters are durable as well as an economical
choice. You can see by the design that they provide protection
against the effects of light and also act as a privacy filter from
others who may seek to read your screen copy from the sides.
Computer monitor hoods install easily and adjust for various sizes. Your monitor hood
attaches to your CRT or LCD monitor using Velcro strips. It consists of three parts: the visor
top, and two L-shaped visor sides that fit together and are easily installed following directions
contained in the packaging. CRT and LCD monitor hoods are mounted differently.

Description
Monitor Hood, Black

Fits Monitor Size
14" - 21"

Part Number
Monhood 1

Price £
£37.50
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